An American Family by Khizr Khan

The urgent and timeless immigrant story of Khizr Khan and his family, including his son, U.S. Army Captain Humayun Khan, who was killed while protecting his base camp in Iraq.

An American Radical by Tamer Elnoury with Kevin Maurer

Due to his ongoing work for the FBI, Elnoury writes under a pseudonym. An Arabic-speaking Muslim American and patriot, Elnoury and his team do vital and dangerous work to keep all Americans safe.

Destiny Disrupted: a History of the World Through Islamic Eyes by Tamim Ansary

We in the west share a common narrative of world history. But our story largely omits a whole civilization that until quite recently saw itself at the center of world history, and whose citizens shared an entirely different narrative for a thousand years.

Guest House for Young Widows by Azadeh Moaveni

Responding to promises of female empowerment and social justice, and calls to aid the plight of fellow Muslims in Syria, thousands of women emigrated from around the world to join the Islamic State. These are the women of ISIS.

How To Be a Muslim by Haroon Moghul

Haroon Moghul is a young man coping with the crushing pressure of a world that fears Muslims, struggling with his faith, searching for intellectual forebears, and suffering the onset of bipolar disorder.

Letters To a Young Muslim by Omar Saif Ghobash

In a series of personal letters to his son, Omar Saif Ghobash offers a short and highly readable manifesto that tackles our current global crisis with the training of an experienced diplomat and the personal responsibility of a father. What does it mean to be a good Muslim?
Diversify Your Reading

Love Thy Neighbor by Ayaz Virji
A powerful true story about a Muslim doctor’s service to small-town America and the hope of overcoming our country’s climate of hostility and fear.

Muslim Girl: A Coming of Age by Amani Al-Khatahtbeh
The brilliant founder of MuslimGirl.com shares her harrowing and candid account of what it’s like to be a young Muslim woman in America.

Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi
In powerful black-and-white comic strip images, Satrapi tells the story of her life in Tehran from ages six to fourteen, years that saw the overthrow of the Shah’s regime, the triumph of the Islamic Revolution, and the devastating effects of war with Iraq.

Rumi’s Secret: The Life of the Sufi Poet of Love by Brad Gooch
In this breakthrough biography, Brad Gooch brilliantly brings to life the man and puts a face to the name Rumi, a Persian poet and Sufi mystic born over eight centuries ago. His ecstatic love poems are beloved by millions of readers.

Unashamed: Musings of a Fat, Black Muslim by Leah Vernon
In Unashamed, Vernon takes to task the myth of the perfect Muslim woman with frank dispatches on her love-hate relationship with her hijab and her faith, race, weight, mental health, domestic violence, sexuality, the millennial world of dating, and the process of finding her voice.

This is What America Looks Like by Ilhan Omar
The inspiring coming of age story of a refugee and a multidimensional tale of the hopes and aspirations, disappointments and failures, successes, sacrifices and surprises, of a devoted public servant with unshakable faith in the promise of America.